
SRSF Research Workshop, March 23-24th 2001  
Organizational and Process Considerations 

1. SRSF's community partner organizations are developing their research priorities 
for the coming 1st phase of primary social research. These will be circulated to 
workshop participants prior to assembling at St. Francis Xavier University. 

2. SRSF's Community Research Coordinators are developing background 
documents with respect to their organizations' settings, fisheries and social 
research priorities. The core purpose of these documents is to provide 
background information and enable informed discussions of potential research 
designs and methodologies that may be important to addressing the specified 
research priorities. 

3. The research workshop meeting's primary goals are:  

 

 to identify and link the social research ‘team' for each particular community 
organization's research priority; 

 to identify and begin development of social research designs and methodological 
approaches that are appropriate and will address the specified research priorities; 

 establish how all parties, including SRSF research staff, CRC's, university-seated 
social researchers will participate and contribute to the research project; 

 to develop research project timeline;  
 to establish and specify the roles and relationships of university-seated social 

researchers with regard to SRSF research priorities and processes  
(Please examine the Researcher Protocol located within the SRSF website -  
http://www.stfx.ca/research/srsf/Organization,GovernanceAndPersonnel/Resea
rchProtocol.html.) 

1. With respect to the workshop format, it is proposed that the discussion will take 
place in working groups. Three working groups will be formed - one for each 
community partner. Each group will be asked to consider the particular research 
priorities for that community partner. Each working group will be asked to 
nominate a ‘recorder'. This person will have the responsibility of recording the 
working group discussion and conclusions. This person will also be asked to 
report their working group's discussion and outcomes to the seminar. These 
records will be assembled and prepared for circulation. 

 

http://faculty.msvu.ca/srsf/Organization,GovernanceAndPersonnel/ResearchProtocol.html
http://faculty.msvu.ca/srsf/Organization,GovernanceAndPersonnel/ResearchProtocol.html




    


FINDING ORIGINS, FINDING 


TRENDS 







    


Today’s questions: 


 


•What type of information 
is available?  


•Where is it located?  


•How do you determine 
whether or not it is 
reliable? 







    


Types of historical records  


• Basic terminology 


– Primary sources 


– Secondary sources 


• Types of historical records 


– Recorded documents 


– Oral history 


– physical evidence 







    


Major sources of historical 


records 


• Government records 


• Institutional records 


• Communications media 


• Personal documents 







    


Provincial locations of records 


• Public Archives 


– Public Archives of Nova Scotia, Halifax 


– Dalhousie University Public Archives, Halifax 


– Beaton Institute, Sydney 


• Libraries 


 







    


Assessing the reliability of a 


record 


• Who 


• What 


• When 


• Where 


• Why 


• How 







No records are unbiased 


and no records are 


completely accurate. The 


researcher must carefully 


assess each record to see 


how it can contribute to 


telling an accurate story. 








SRSF Research Workshop Document 
March 23-24th, 2001 


Guysborough County Inshore Fishermen's Association 
Gulf NS Bonafide Fishermen's Association 


 
* Fisher's knowledge and traditional knowledge respecting: ecosystem, lobster landings 
and behaviour, green crab and groundfish interactions with lobster 


Research Interests: 


 Background Literature Study 


 Fishermen Interviews on Lobster Landings and Green Crab Interaction 


o Historical Perspective 
o Ecosystem Overview 


 Study Area: Guysborough County - Membership Area 
o 134 Members 


o Statistical Districts 14, 15, 16 


o LFAs 29, 31a, b, 32 
o 176 Lobster License Holders  


 Contributors: Association Members and Non-members 


  


Research Design Thoughts 


 Prioritization of 'Local Experts' 
Tony Davis explained the method that was used in the St. Georges Bay Ecosystem 
(Antigonish Area) Project to identify local knowledge experts. A phone survey 
was carried out from a list of 304 current lobster license holders, 174 were 
selected by random sample from all nine ports. The response rate to the fifteen 
minute interview was 73%, or 128 completed surveys. Fishermen were asked who 
they considered to be especially knowledgeable about the local fishing grounds. 
From their answers a list of names was drawn up of fishermen most often named 
by their fellow fishermen. All told 307 people were identified as informed 
fishermen. If three or more different recommendations are used to generate the 
list of local experts then 69 out of the listing of 307 would make up the list of 
those recommended as best informed. 


1. Include retired persons and non-active fishermen - many have log books 
documenting several years of experience 


2. How do you identify 'Local Experts'? 


 Questions of Documenting Fishers Knowledge on Maps - credibility and 
responsibility of representing/documenting fishers knowledge on maps 







1. Concreteness of Maps 


2. Public Distribution of Personal Livelihood Knowledge 


 With respect to determining “most knowledgeable” : 
o Knowledge May Cluster - there is a potential for spatial bias [beware] 


o Complexity of communities within the county 


 Important to look at micro-level patterns 


o Because lobster knowledge is local knowledge 


o Can be degree of variability in small spatial scale 
o Log-books another source of info for micro-level 
o Putting/fitting together a micro picture will enable a clearer 


understanding of the broader area 


 Think of sub-areas within the County 
1. Interviews may be able to sort out complexities among sub-areas/districts 


o Document Patterns, i.e. different fishing strategies, conservation practices 


o What are the underlying qualities affecting / producing trends (socially)? 


o How micro - local to go? 


 Document Time-Series Information: log books, fishermen life histories 


o Use-pattern changes 


o Important events that are catalysts for change 


 Nautical Maps helpful in facilitating discussion with fishermen of changes over 
time in the fishery 


 Track Shifts of Licenses in Geographical Area - also with respect to policy 
changes/decisions 


 Gather Life Histories Prior to and After Major Policy Changes 


 Issues around fishermen having their conservation practices accepted/recognized 


o Can study different practices at micro-level - talks to different social-
climates in sub-areas 


 Research Document of GCIFA 
1. Flesh Out Appendix A 
2. Include Policy Context / Developments Throughout the Fisheries (Lobster) 
History 


  


Fishermen Knowledge Survey - from St. Georges Bay Ecosystem Project was reviewed 
by Tony Davis.  
[see website: www.stfx.ca/research/ecoknow/6505a2.htm] 


 Sample Size - aim for everyone so as not to offend fishermen not asked 


 Make sure to Sample in Different Sub-areas (e.g. different income areas) 



http://faculty.msvu.ca/ecoknow/6505a2.htm





o Beware of spatial aggregation i.e. Knowledgeable fisheres from/in same 
area 


 Voluntary Consent by Participants 


 Ethics of Community-based Research 
1. Concern of having personal community information available to the public 


 Informal Collecting of Knowledge in Field Setting - nice compliment to interviews 


 Feedback is an issue - when, to whom, what will be done with it? 
o Must Have Feedback To Participants / Community - they do need results 


o Every opportunity to have input is necessary 


 Think of Building Long-term Relationships - envision the project as a long term 
relationship - to build on as new issues emerge 


o Follow-up interviews (annually) work well  


 Independent researchers to investigate the policy aspects - arms length distance 
from the work to prevent detrimental repercussions on relationship between 
associations, DFO, gov't (discussion about how university research is generally 
independent research and so through SRSF investigating policy would not be an 
issue) 


 In GCIFA people who are more conservation-minded are more highly respected 
within the association and community as opposed to the big economic earners 


 On-the-boat interviews vs. kitchen table interviews 


1. Before on-shore interviews orient interviewer to fishing setting - spend 
time on boats, become familiar with boat, equipment, scenery 


2. Nautical maps helpful in interview process 


3. If possible interview both husband and wife - they have shared knowledge  
4. Interview father & son - can talk about changes over time 


5. Using boat chronology create time series - past to present, boat by boat - 
easy time reference to fishermen 


6. Interview teams: male & female; work by themes (semi-structured) 


 Aggregate data - look for change in effort over time, spatial change over time 


o Think about complexity of fisheries 


o Seasonality - different fishing seasons for different species, fishermen on 
the water at various times throughout the year 


o Many species 


o Complexity of fisher's lives 
o Ecological change 


o Fishing history/ecological knowledge go hand-in-hand 


 Then think about purpose - what question do you want to answer? 


 Then design survey/questions with your focus 







 Engage fishermen (knowledgeable people) in constructing the “instrument” - 
interview questions (in-depth interviews) 


 How to relate larger questions to green crab and hake? 


o Do not want to have green crab/hake dictate questions 
o Need to eliminate/gather other factors 


o Structure questions without biases, without prompting green crab/hake 
answers 


  


Mi'Kmaq and the American Eel 


Must Clarify: 


o Specific rules of conduct of research with respect to collaborative research 
with First Nations 


o Documentation is potentially dangerous to traditional knowledge because 
of possibility to exclude historical information that was never recorded- 
consequences of such could compromise future of resources, knowledge, 
rights & recognition 
** Kerry to find out what exists in Mi'Kmaq context** 
** John W. to contact professor at UBC as to protocol developed out 
west** 


 Issue of where, how, who has access to any traditional Aboriginal knowledge that 
is documented - need formal understandings 


Future Research: 


 Parallel policy study 


o Interview people who have been involved in making the policies 


 Interview Native, non-Native commercial fishers on expectations for eel fishery 


o Why got into eel fishery commercial eel fishery and expectations 


Discussion: 


 DFO identified eels as potential fishery and then commercial fishery developed as 
a market - price increased, eel fishery exploded 


 Commercial fishers appeared to take on an “ownership” of the “new” fishery - 
food fishers were displaced 


 The Sparrow decision brought recognition of the right to an Aboriginal food 
fishery yet Aboriginal peoples have not been invited to participate in policy 
decisions 


 When should a commercial fishery be stopped to sustain food requirements? Not 
only in Mi'Kmaq communities 







 Why is the commercial fishery prioritized over the food fishery? Regardless of 
native or non-native? 


 Does DFO not have a mandate to protect the fishery? - mandated to responsibly 
manage the commercial fisheries, Oceans Act spells out the precautionary 
principal - there is an issue of overlapping/overruling precedents 


o Supreme Courts vs. Legislation 


o Provincial vs. Federal 


“Conservation” - many different definitions and uses - government uses it to 
infringe on Mi'Kmaq rights 


 Mi'Kmaq: conservation means food for generations to come 


 DFO: “sustainability” - keeping harvest at a level where everyone can share it now 
- sustainable economically until fishery collapses and is shut down 


Area of interest/research: 


 At what point does it become not worthwhile to catch eels? Today there is less eel 
fishing by local Mi'Kmaq people - the catch is so little that it isn't worth the effort. 


Catch/unit energy analysis 


 What is the indication that the eel is in serious trouble? - document 


 How could we manage this? 
o Discussions, suggestions, creating a management plan 


 What has guided DFO management actions to date with respect to the 
commercial eel fishery? 


o Principals, guidelines, decisions 


 Document the food fishery in communities 
o #Caught; # eaten; # peddled 


o Document the damage 


Important scientific question: what is the damage that has been done? Today decline 
has meant the loss of the food fishers. 


 What is the reconstructive path? 


 What policies have guided this path? 


Start with the fishery and then work outwards (know that commercial fishing of 
eels is definitely killing them, causing decline) - document the mis-management 
of the eel fishery 


 Document what the value/use of the food fishery is 







o Historically, up to today 


o Gather oral histories 
o Document past and current eel grounds 


 Goal is to have Mi'Kmaq expertise on eel fishery (opportunity for Mi'Kmaq to 
take ownership because no prior local study on eel) 


o Can then go to DFO and challenge their management 


 Trend maps of abundance - Oral history 
o Where eels were caught historically 


o Where eels are caught today 


o How much 
** Unit of measurement and effort - bag of eels - can be related to the # of 
holes cut. 
Bag is an old potato bag filled to point where can twist and tie it = 70 - 75 
lbs. 


 How to identify who to talk to, who to sample? 
o Community meeting - diverse constituency 


o Include commercial fishers later, start first with food fishers 


o Start with knowledge sitting here at the table - have both Mi'Kmaq and 
Acadian people who have been engaged in the food fishery over the passed 
few decades and whose families have generations before them been apart 
of the food fishery. 


 Document change in tome of eel fishery in 2-3 estuaries (Antigonish Harbour, 
Pomquet, Tracadie) 


o Are there rivers, estuaries where you used to fish eel that you no longer 
do? 


o Try to decipher why this happened - documenting/reconstructing land-use 
changes around these areas 


o Ecological reconstruction 
o Comparative study between the 2 fisheries -  


 commercial (with lights) = lots of eels (even today) 


 food/recreational (with lanterns) = no eels 


With technology fish can't hide - don't have a chance 


 








Melanie Wiber 


Legal Anthropology and the Target Based Approach  


Presented by: Melanie Wiber  
July 17, 2000  


Topics 


 What is Legal Anthropology? 
 What are the main methodological approaches in Legal Anthropology? Some Examples 
 What is the target based methodology ? An Example from the N.B. Dairy Industry.  


Agenda 


 First Principles (15 min) 
 The subject matter: Law (5 min) 
 Common vs. Continental Law Approaches (10 min) 
 Social Order vs. Conflict Studies (10 minutes) 
 Introducing Legal Pluralism (20 min) 
 The Target Based Approach (20 minutes) 
 Example: N.B. Dairy Board Research (20 min)  


First Principles - The Split Personality of Anthropology 


 HUMANITY---------------------------SOCIAL SCIENCE  
 Cultural Relativist-----------------Reformist Positivist 
 CULTURE------------------------------SOCIETY 
 Emic-------------------------------------Etic 


(subjective)---------------------------(objective) 
 INTERPRETATION-----------------ANALYSIS 
 Participant----------------------------Observation  


These first principles will be reflected in much that you hear today about Anthropology 
and Law - the split personality is in evidence in this field as it is in the discipline as a 
whole. How can we make comparisons between the legal systems of different societies? 
Step one is to determine what we mean by law.  


The Subject Matter 


 How would you define "law"? 


- Rules passed by an authority and backed up by force?  


- Codes of conduct (straightjackets) that fence us in?  


- The time-honored way of doing things?  







- Toolbox used in Individual Strategies?  


Here we see some of the split personality already. Some legal theorists believe that law is 
not a discrete body of human behavior that can be studied separately from other types of 
behavior. Rather, law is simply a label we use to talk about some special aspects of most 
human behavior. The interpretivists want to study these aspects in order to better 
understand "the social order at large" - that is, CULTURE. For them, the "rule book" 
grows out of "the way the game is played". Some members of this group argue that law is 
just a special form of "codes, discourses and languages in which people pursue their 
often conflicting interests". In this view, behavior creates law.  


The reformist perspective is quite different. It sees law as a discrete subject matter 
separable from all other types of behavior. It wants to build a better society and sees law 
as one mechanism in the tool box. In other words, the rule book gets drafted in order to 
try to control the way the game is played. If we can envisage behavior that would 
produce a better society, we can create the laws to bring about that type of behavior. 
Law is seen as the primary mechanism for "social order" - without law there would be 
chaos - the weak would be preyed upon by the strong. This "rule of law" perspective 
often goes hand in hand with an applied, "policy" lean towards doing research. How can 
we improve laws so that they produce the outcomes we want? In this view - law 
determines behavior. 


Common vs Continental Law 


 Does law arise from everyday ways of doing things? Ie.'Customary Law' as in the 
'Common Law' of England 


- All normative systems are a type of law?  


OR  


 Can law exist only where there is a centralized state government? Ie. 'Legal Centralism' 
as in Continental Law  


- Is everything else norms, rules, customs?  


As you can imagine, the interpretivists see humans generating law-like institutions 
everywhere in their lives as a natural outgrowth of being social animals - law is 
generated from the ground up. The reformists, however, see law as only originating 
from legitimate authority - the legitimate use of law to produce social outcomes we all 
agree are valuable. Each of the two approaches has used slightly different methodologies 
to get data to support their theoretical view.  


Methodologies:  


Conformity vs. Conflict 







'Social Construction of Order' case studies   'Trouble-based' case studies 


Interest in CULTURE 


 Example from 'Social Security' Studies 


  Interest in the Way the Game is Played 


 Example from Quota Studies 


On the "interpretivist" side, one of the earliest proponents was Bronislaw Malinowski, 
an Anglo Polish anthropologist who worked in Melanesia in the early 1900s. He viewed 
law as built up of rules of conduct between members of kin groups (parents and 
children, husbands and wives), political alliances (chieftains and their followers) and 
between members of common "congregations" of believers to name but a few arenas in 
which law-like behavior took place. This was real law and the foundation of social 
order, intrinsic to every-day behavior - not the alien colonial law which people ignored 
whenever they could. Thirty years later, Max Gluckman described an African tribal court 
system and used the decisions reached about cases heard in that court to extract 
principles of tribal law. He then used these uncovered principles to better understand 
how that society was supposed to work.  


A more recent example of this approach is the "social security" research of Franz and 
Keebet von Benda Beckmann and Fons Strijbosch. They have tried to understand how in 
societies without strong central bureaucracies which create safety nets through old age 
pensions, child welfare offices and unemployment insurance, the tribal, kinship or 
religious laws can achieve the same social goals. They have examined the extended 
patrilineal households of Turkish and Moluccan families supported by Islamic law, and 
traced how these broke down under the strains of labor immigration to Holland. These 
sorts of studies tend to support the legal codes of different societies as "different but 
equal".  


Interestingly enough, the reformist side also developed an early interest in the 
normative order - the rules of behavior that were supposed to determine how everyone 
behaved. But they were more interested in breaches of the rules which they thought 
threw those rules into sharp relief - in studying conflict to understand the "flash points" 
in society that still needed to be resolved with policy intervention. They were especially 
interested in forcing the evolution of better normative orders by focusing on the failures 
of the current ones. Jurgen Habermas, for example, argued that under ideal situations, 
any conflict could be resolved in a way that produced a new and better rule to prevent its 
reoccurrence. This is how law and thus society evolved from less sophisticated to more 
sophisticated forms. Anything which prevented this ideal situation should be removed 
as a hindrence to progress. This approach tends to see societies as more or less 
progressive in terms of law reform.  


Example from my own research involves the number of cases in the Canadian court 
systems having to do with who owns quota? - the people who pay money to obtain 
and use it, or the administrative agencies who issue quota to the users? Farmers went to 
court to complain that the Supply Management Marketing Boards were acting in ways 







that infringed on farmer's property rights in quota. (handout) I have a handout here 
which documents some of these cases and shows how the Canadian courts were 
inconsistent on this issue. I would like to save getting into a discussion of these cases for 
a little later, but the point here is that you can learn a lot by focusing on court cases 
since they indicate areas where problems are cropping up with the Rule Book.  


To a certain extent this theoretical duality is a false one, since there is probably some 
right on both sides - one side tended to see culture in very idealized ways and the other 
tended to believe that law could accomplish too much. Meanwhile, while the debate 
raged, a third approach was quietly being developed. In 1979 when Philip Gulliver 
produced his book Disputes and Negotiations, he was at first seen as following in the 
footsteps of Malinowski. He agreed with both sides that norms and rules existed and 
played a vital role in ordering society, but he also argued that people often used these 
norms and rules in an instrumental way to further their own goals - to gain the moral 
high ground in arguments, for example, and that in this strategy - people made 
competing claims about which rules were best followed at any one point in time.  


This led to a greater focus on the role of power and the uses made of law in the pursuit 
of power. Once anthropologists began focusing on the relationship between power and 
law, it became glaringly obvious that social orders are often disputed - particularly in the 
late colonial societies that many anthropologists of the time were working in. And as 
social orders are disputed, so often are the rule books - and different human agents will 
invoke different rules sets in their struggles. In his field work, for example, Leopold 
Pospisil argued that a "multiplicity of legal systems" often existed which people referred 
to strategically, depending on where their case might get the most sympathetic hearing - 
a strategy later called "forum shopping". This insight generated what has since become 
known as "legal pluralism".  


Legal Pluralism 


 Pospisil and levels of law 
 Semiautonomous fields and Sally Falk Moore  
 How many levels are there?  


Pospisil and his generation were thinking about colonial societies where European legal 
systems were often superimposed on pre-existing tribal or village normative orders. In 
Africa in particular, tribal courts continued alongside and often as the most basic level 
in the colonial court hierarchy. But other types of legal levels also existed - religious law 
in secular states - (Muslim law, for example). Sally Falk Moore took Pospisil's ideas 
beyond the colonial environment, however, and made the argument that people belong 
to many different social fields in all human societies, and to the extent that those social 
fields try to regulate behavior, people have many normative orders impinging on them.  


Griffiths then defined legal pluralism as: an empirical state of affairs, namely the 
coexistence within a social group of legal orders which do not belong to a 
single 'system'. 







If this is an accurate reflection of how people "experience" regulation in their lives - ie. 
as multiple "fields" where different rule sets apply - how do they deal with the overlap - 
the discrepancies? - the downright incompatibilities?  


This is where my research comes in. 


   


The Target Based Approach 


l Case of the catholic missionary in Peru? Vs. The South African Tribal Woman  


Ie. Target as victim of legal pluralism________ ie. Target as strategist  


Legal Pluralism 


To explain to my students how legal pluralism IMPACTS on individuals, I ask them to 
consider the case of a missionary from a Catholic order - perhaps a Jesuit priest - living 
and working in a mission in the highlands of Peru. Imagine further that this person 
holds Canadian nationality. Perhaps is even as a citizen of Quebec. I ask my students to 
imagine this person as standing at the intersection point of many different fields of law - 
not because those laws overlap in jurisdiction - but only because he happens to be a 
target for some part of all of them: Canadian law pertaining to all of its citizens (criminal 
law, taxation, residence, social security, citizenship, even the rules of holding and using 
a passport - which may be slightly different for a Quebec resident since Quebec has 
traditionally been accorded the right to follow its own Continentally based legal system 
rather than the Common Law of Britain); Peruvian law pertaining to all persons on 
Peruvian soil (criminal law, immigration and foreign resident laws, employment 
regulations); ecclesiastical law (poverty, obedience, chastity). But imagine also, that this 
missionary works in a region under the control of the Shining Path guerillas - who 
impose their own rules and regulations on the peasants that they try to control. Each of 
these bodies of regulation can use force to gain compliance from the missionary or at 
least punish infringement of their rules - and some of them will use quite a bit of force to 
do that - and sooner or later some of these different rules are going to come into conflict 
with one another and the missionary will be in the uncomfortable position of trying to 
conform to diametrically opposed rules.  


Target as Strategist?  


Does this sound too far fetched? Would it be rare for someone to be so "troubled" by the 
law? After all, most of use live lives where we never feel the weight of legal pluralism as 
an oppression. And perhaps we simply have learned to Use Law Strategically, and never 
consider it as a problem. Consider then the case of South African tribal women in the 
post-Apartheid government. She is subject to the tribal laws of her tribal homeland 
within South African, and in her case this tribal law recognizes the custom of bridal 
kidnapping as a legitimate form of marriage. Now the post-apartheid South African 
government has tried to recognize all forms of tribal law within its polyethnic state, but 







the South African constitution which recognizes tribal law as legitimate also reserves the 
right to declare some tribal law as "repugnant" to the bulk of South African citizenry. 
Some tribal women in this situation have been taking their case to South African courts 
instead of tribal courts, to try and regain their freedom to choose their own spouse. 
Imagine too this same woman being aware that according to the United Nations Human 
Rights Policy, she cannot be kidnapped and forced to marry against her will - this is in 
contravention of her human rights. She may plan to take her case to the UN Human 
Rights Court if the South African one fails here. Or, imagine this same woman fleeing to 
Canada as a refugee and claiming under Canadian immigration law that she is 
persecuted as an inferior gender in her own culture and seeking asylum. This view is not 
so passive as our missionary example, here the woman may strategically seek to use the 
existence of multiple normative spheres and pull herself into their sphere as a 
deliberate strategy. How then can an anthropologist set out to study the effects of 
legal pluralism on individuals and their life decisions?  


Dairy Farmers and the Quota Squeeze  


I pursued this question in the context of trying to understand a situation that New 
Brunswick dairy farmers found themselves in, in the summer of 1992. At that time, I 
had just begun research on their producer organization, the New Brunswick Milk 
Marketing Board. I conducted 43 long qualitative interviews with a representative 
sample of dairy farmers from around the province, and also talked to bureaucrats, milk 
board employees, and dairy processors. These interviews were specifically designed to 
elicit responses on how the multiple regulatory orders that dairy farmers were subject to 
had emerged over time, and how they affected their farming decisions. These regulatory 
agents included Board of Health regulation (to regulate diseases born in milk and 
illness caused by unsafe milk products, to regulate storage and transportation as well as 
manufacture practices), Department of Agriculture (control over herd health and 
improved production practices), Department of Environment (control over farm 
waste management, especially on water tables and streams and rivers), Department of 
Manpower and Employment (to regulate worker safety, benefits and work 
conditions) and the list goes on. In the 1970, this complex regulatory environment was 
added to by the creation of the supply management system in Canada - which protected 
Canadian producers from foreign supplies of agricultural products, in exchange 
Canadian producers had to limit their production to jive with Canadian consumption 
needs. In the dairy sector, milk marketing boards were mandated to manage the supply 
and marketing of milk in the provinces through the issuance and control of milk quota.  


By 1992 the Milk Marketing Board in New Brunswick had the following powers and 
responsibilities:  


-directing milk to various markets (internal to the province and external)  
-billing processors for the milk that went to dairies and paying farmers for the milk that 
came off farm  
-administering quota including managing a quota exchange (the only legal way to trade 
quota)  
-milk transportation (including owning a fleet of milk tankers and physically moving all 







milk in the province)  
-calculating cost of production and negotiating farm-gate milk price increases with the 
government 
-advertising and promoting milk products -lobbying for dairy farmers.  


The Board was made up of all dairy producers in the province and was financed by fees 
which were taken off the top of farmers milk checks. It was run by an executive board 
(all farmers) and by a full-time staff of thirteen people.  


Under supply management, I found that a farmer could only produce as much milk for 
market as he has quota to mandate it. In 1992 it could cost in excess of $8,000 to 
acquire the quota to cover the annual milk production of one cow. Once a farmer had 
that quota, the rules required that he produce that milk throughout the year. Failure to 
produce the milk for all the quota a farmer holds would result in the forfeiture of that 
quota to the Board and its reassignment to another farmer. On the other hand, 
producing more milk than a farmer held in quota resulted in fines for every litre 
produced over the limit. Since cows are not taps, and cannot be turned on and off at will, 
farmers had to buy and sell quota to try and match quota holdings with milk produced 
at various times in the annual farm cycle. But every time a farmer sold quota, the Board 
would take between 15 and 25% of the quota offered for sale in order to fund a quota 
"float" which it used to help beginning farmers overcome the high cost of quota.  


But when farmers protested to the courts that this was the same as appropriating 
property without compensation, they discovered that quota is not viewed as property by 
most Canadian courts - as you can see from most of the cases in your handout. In the 
1988 Ackerman case, Justice Glube of the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal was the sole 
Canadian judge to recognize that quota had property characteristics. From the farmer's 
perspective this only makes sense. Consider for a moment, quota from the farmer's 
point of view:  


Quota Prices Chart 


In 1982 quota was worth 49 dollars Canadian per litre 


In 1983 it has risen to 163 dollars per litre 


In 1991 quota was fluctuating between 276 dollars and 365. Per litre.  


Milk Price Chart:  


Note that during that same time period, milk prices in New Brunswick did not rise in 
anything close to a corresponding curve.  


In 1992, the exchange value of all quota held in New Brunswick was 128 million 
dollars, divided among less than 500 farmers. Compare that to their total investment 
(at cost) in buildings, land, equipment and animals of 164 million dollars. Imagine 
then, how they felt when in 1991, Justice Glube's decision was set aside (in Saunders), 







and no other judge ever viewed dairy quota as property - indeed, in Saunders, the judge 
went so far as to say that there was no "beneficial interest" inherent in quota. In 
contrast, you will find under British Columbia Packers vs. Sparrow (1989) that the 
judges recognized a "beneficial interest" in a non-transferable fishing license and even 
went so far as to recognize the transference of this non-transferable license under 
contract law. In short, each branch of Canadian law takes the administrative 
instruments that governments are issuing and requiring of people as the cost of doing 
business, and treating them quite differently under different bodies of law.  


But that wasn't the only problem that farmers were facing in the early 1990s. Even law 
which is not specifically targeted at farmers can also infringe on them. In this case, the 
introduction of the national GST in the late 1980s resulted in many New Brunswickers 
feeling an additional 20% cost on their expenses. They responded by shopping across 
the border in the GST-free U.S. In 1989, New Brunswick milk consumption fell off by 
8%. Quota was unilaterally cut by the Board and farmers were fined thousands of dollars 
for milk production that they formerly had quota to fill.  


Meanwhile, the federal government was involved in the 1993 negotiations on the 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (under international law - another level 
impacting farmers!). In this round of negotiations, under pressure from the U.S., 
Canada agreed to give up its supply management system (although the Europe Common 
Market retained supply management in Europe). This means that all that quota that 
farmers held in 1992, would soon became irrelevant since the system that made quota 
valuable was going to be removed. And yet, when the Prime Minister of Canada was 
asked about the impact of this on farmers, he denied any responsibility for the 
government in the high cost of quota and in farmer's debt load to acquire it. This change 
in Canadian public policy had a direct financial impact on Canadian farmers but the 
government is able to avoid any cost of this decision because quota was an 
administrative instrument according to administrative law, not a form of property under 
property law - another level of legal pluralism!  


Questions?  


 








Dr. Robert Adlam  
June 5, 2000  
Summary of Presentation  


Fish Talk: Research Technique and Experiential Learning Tools  


My methodological approach employs qualitative research techniques and experiential 
learning tools in a community-based setting. A conference paper and a conference 
workshop are recent products of this approach. The conference paper reports on work 
undertaken among aboriginal fishers of the Miramichi river of northern New Brunswick. 
The conference workshop draws on extensive experience with oral performance 
narrative and its value to community members as well as researchers in offering 
important glimpses into the dynamics of community life.  


The conference paper entitled: The Discourse of an Aboriginal Fishery (Adlam, 2000) 
draws on an extensive collection of recorded interviews with Aboriginal fishers 
conducted over the course of three summers of fieldwork. Here particular attention is 
given to the discourse of these fishers, taken to mean their 'talk' about the fishery. 
Indeed it is through such discourse that the fishery is at once created and transformed 
reflecting in part past practice based on family gill net operations, and in more recent 
years, the experience of a highly regulated and waged trap net operation. But this 
discourse is far from static or necessarily clear-cut. In fact it provides ample evidence of 
shifts and ambiguity depending on the circumstances. However, it is also more than just 
'talk' about the fishery since it is constitutive of actions and decisions made in the 
fishery. What emerges from an analysis of such material in this instance are two 
competing discourses, one emerging out of the Aboriginal Fishery Strategy (AFS) 
process, while the other speaks to an unencumbered aboriginal right with respect to 
traditional waters. As well, I think it significant that each contains a critique of the 
other's position. Broadly, then, the paper contributes to our understanding of the 
discursive construction of economy especially as this relates to the practices of 
aboriginal riverine fishers.  


The conference workshop entitled: Drama as Our Lives: Oral Performance Narrative 
and Indigenous Skills Development was delivered at the Conference on Participatory 
Development held last August at the University of Ottawa (Adlam, 1999). It draws on 
oral performance narrative and dramatic technique as experiential learning tools well 
suited to the task of community-based research. It is collaborative and transformative, 
offering opportunities for growth and change. As developed through the three-hour 
workshop, drama is used to transform the stories of participants into action. The source 
of these stories are typically the experiences they share with others in their 
communities. Transforming these stories into dramatic events means looking more 
closely at the nature of their interpersonal relationships and at their communities more 
generally. For researchers, these dramatic events offer important glimpses into the 
dynamics of community life. For participants, scripting their stories for dramatic 
purposes is at once instructive and reflective offering opportunities for growth and 
change. As such, the workshop offered an opportunity for community development 
researchers, educators and activists to explore ways of facilitating community 







participation in a wide array of activities, programmes, and issues. By means of small 
group activities, participants learned how to set up a project using drama, scripting and 
performance technique.  


  


Ethnography  


 Is Scientific and Investigative  
o takes the position that human behaviour and the ways in which people 


construct and make meaning of their worlds and lives are highly variable 
and locally specific  


o designed to discover what people actually do and the reasons for doing it  
 Uses the researcher as the primary tool ...  


o uses the researcher as the principle means of data collection through 
systematic observation and recording  


 Emphasizes the perspective of local people ... 
o we often do not know what will happen in field situations - need to be 


adaptable and resourceful  
 Is Inductive...  


o moving from specific cases to general explanatory statements  
o may be of practical value in solving problems identified by researcher and 


key people in the place where the research is conducted  


Research Design: Choice of design entails three main factors  


 The questions the investigator is trying to answer 


 The resources (time, trained personnel, and money) he or she has at hand  
 The characteristics, including the constraints, of the research site or setting 


  


Initial tasks in creating a research design ...  


 Framing the initial research question  
 Building a conceptual starting point, preliminary theory, and hypotheses or 


hunches  
 Identifying characteristics of an appropriate population to study and locating that 


population  
 Finding and obtaining access to an appropriate research site  
 Identifying and establishing relationships with relevant research partners  


  


More technical considerations ...  







 Develop a data collection plan 


 Design appropriate data collection methods 
 Establish analytic procedures  
 Develop ways of protecting the identity of research participants and the 


confidentiality of the information they provide, and for treating them ethically 
[see Guidelines for Informed Consent -- see below]  


 Establish guidelines and procedures for interpretation, dissemination and 
utilization of research results (Adapted from LeCompte & Schensul 1999:1-3, 63)  


  


Guidelines for Informed Consent  


 A clear statement of the purpose of the project;  
 A clear statement outlining how the information is to be used (course essay, 


report, manual etc.);  
 A statement making it clear that participation is voluntary; 
 A statement which assures the respondent of anonymity;  
 A statement which assures the respondent that the information will be held in 


confidence, if so requested;  
 A statement which addresses the issue of informed consent of the participant;  
 Names, addresses, phone numbers, and e-mail addresses of people to contact 


(your instructor and the Head of the Department) for questions or comments.  


  


Narrative Inquiry  


 Anthropology has a long history of using the accounts of single individuals - key 
informants or cultural experts to develop a picture of beliefs and practices of a 
community  


o Such individuals are chosen because they are quite knowledgeable  


 Apart from the life histories of such individuals, it is also common to collect 
narratives - accounts of specific life experiences  


o such material provides rich descriptions of particular events, situations 
and personal histories  


 They usually are generated by individuals in the course of talking about their life 
experience  


o they may appear as entries in diaries or journals, as part of interview 
transcripts or oral histories  


 Compiling such narratives from a number of people may serve as a way to 
develop a composite picture of a group's experiences 


 Narratives focus on knowledge, belief and practices  







o they are used to study how people practice their profession, how they have 
learned to carry out tasks, and how they come to know about their world  


o as Clifford and Marcus [1986 Writing Culture] suggest, they may also be a 
way to 'give voice' to people not well understood by mainstream society  


 Various types of narratives  
o may be more or less a chronological account of a person's life, career or set 


of experiences  
o can be obtained from interview transcripts  
o may be a series of episodes, fantasies or philosophical musings  
o may or may not reflect the structure of 'grand narrative - plot, setting, 


characters, conflict, conflict resolution, moral or summing up 


o but one must be careful to not impose their own structure on the discourse 
of participants  


o such discourses may call attention to details of practice as well as to the 
experience of marginalized individuals  


  


Picture Narratives  


Description  


The aboriginal communities of the Miramichi river of northern New Brunswick entered 
into AFS [Aboriginal Fishery Strategy] agreements in 1992. Although these agreements 
have brought Miramichi Mi'kmaq into the regulatory and management process, 
providing training and employment as well as commercial possibilities, concerns 
continue to be expressed about the equitable distribution of these benefits within the 
aboriginal communities and the overall effect of these agreements on 'existing' 
aboriginal and treaty rights.  


This exercise uses a Picture Narrative to examine issues of social change and possible 
alternatives in conflict resolution.  


The Picture Narrative consists of two parts: 


 Picture Narrative: a collection of six photographs taken during research on the 
Miramichi river from 1997-1999 


 Performance Narrative: one of the scenes in the narrative is dramatized to allow 
participants to become involved in the narrative, to analyse what has already 
occurred, and to discuss possible strategies to deal with this situation  


Objectives  


 to develop an understanding of the process in which community members are 
involved as they recognize their new life circumstances  







 to create sensitivity to the plight of community members and an awareness of 
their needs  


 to understand the impact of development processes on entire communities.  


 








Dr. Anthony Davis 


Social Science, Social Research and the 
Research Process  


A. The Social Researcher  


 Personal Background and Experiences  
 Curiosity - Catharthis  


 Concern - Change  
 Career - Livelihood/Employment  


 Credentials and Credibility (Experts and Expertise)  


Note: Research is 'Personal' (Implications?)  


B. Ethics and Social Research  


 Responsibility  
 Transparency  


 Accountability  
 Disclosure  


 Informed Consent  
 Confidentiality  


 Honesty  


Note: Social Research Engages Critical and Serious Ethical 


Responsibilities and Obligations (Implications?)  


Social Science, Social Research and the Research Process  


Building a 'Process' Framework  


1. Identifying a 'Research Area' - Researcher Intuition and Curiosity  


2. Construct and Analytically Deconstruct Personal Experiential and 
Ideational Genealogy (develop clear explanations regarding the reasons why 


you are interested in this research area)  


3. Comprehensive Review and Critical Assessment of the Literature ( social 


sciences, governmental, popular etc.)  


4. Comprehensive Study of Related Literatures (e.g., pertinent natural 
science literatures)  







5. Outcomes from the Literature Review  


 Identify Research Issues, Disagreements, and Debates  


 Identify Theoretical and Conceptual Dimensions  
 Identify Prevalent Methodological Approaches Employed  


 Complete a Comprehensive Critical Assessment of 'Current Knowledge'  
(pay particular attention to theory, key concepts, research 


methods/techniques and the way key concepts have been 
'operationalised') 


6. Formation of Specific Research Questions/Hypotheses  


7. Development of Specific Research Plans  


 Development of Specific Research Methods/Techniques to be Employed  


 Specific Justifications for Research Methods/Techniques Selected  
 Specification of How you Intend to Operationalise Key Concepts  


 Explanations and Justifications for Concept Operationalisation  
 Identification of the 'Research Site(s)'  


 Justifications for Selection of Research Site(s)  
 Development of Logistical and Time-Related Dimensions  


 








Dr. Marilyn Gerriets 


Finding Origins, Finding Trends  


Presented by: Marilyn Gerriets  
June 26, 2000  


Questions addressed today:  


We will be considering written historical records and asking the following questions:  


What type of information is available?  
Where is it located?  
How do you determine whether or not it is reliable?  
(Bold texts indicate topics discussed.)  


Primary sources: Original records from the time period.  


Secondary sources: Books, reports or articles interpreting primary sources. These are 
the results of other people's research using primary sources. You can save yourself much 
wasted time by checking for good secondary source addressing your issue of concern 
before starting research into primary sources.  


The distinction between primary and secondary materials is not always clear cut. The 
census form you completed in 1996 is the true primary document. The tables printed by 
statistics Canada in reporting the census are really secondary documents which include 
some interpretation. However the amount of interpretation may be very small and the 
census tables are usually treated as primary documents. However, a book using data 
from the Census to explain the reasons for emigration from the Maritimes is definitely a 
secondary source.  


Three categories of historical records:  


1. Recorded documents (written, filmed, taped)  
2. Oral history  
3. Physical evidence (archaeology)  


Major sources of historical records:  


Government records: 
Location: Government Document sections of libraries, Government book stores, the 
government agencies, occasionally web sites. 
Examples:  


Censuses  
Reports of government agencies. (Department of Fisheries and Oceans)  







Statistics Canada data. Print materials and a web site. http://www.statcan.ca/ 
Legislation and legislative debate  
Required reports to government: probate of wills, incorporation of firms or non-profit 
organisations, land records. 


  


Institutional records: 
Locations: At the institutions or in public archives.  
Examples:  


Business records and co-operatives: accounts, pay lists, invoices, correspondence 
etc. financial statements, promotional material.  
Churches: membership lists, records of baptisms, marriages and deaths. Church 
financial accounts.  
Co-operatives, unions and clubs: membership lists, minutes of meetings.  


  


Communications media:  
Location: Public libraries and public archives. Newspapers are usually on microfilm. 
Archives of newspaper offices, radio station head quarters,  
Examples:  


Newspapers, films, tapes of television and radio shows. New reports, editorials, 
portrayal of events.  
 
Strictly speaking most of this is secondary material, that is peoples' interpretations of 
events. However, these are excellent sources for discovering attitudes at the time.  


Newspapers also printed information about prices, ships arriving in ports, stock market 
quotations etc. and may be good sources for information of this nature.  


  


Personal Documents:  
Location: Private households, public archives  
Examples: 


Letters, diaries, household account books, photo albums, travellers' commentary.  


  


Provincial locations of records:  
Public archives:  



http://www.statcan.ca/





Public Archives of Nova Scotia (PANS) University Ave., Halifax  
Dalhousie University Public Archives, University Ave., Halifax  
Beaton Institute, Sydney  
Many towns and universities have small archives.  


Libraries:  


Small public libraries can likely provide limited assistance. University libraries will 
provide much better support for research. A large public library, such as the Halifax 
Public Library often has good support.  


   


Determining the reliability of the historical record:  


Historical documents provide records about the past. But how accurate are they? What 
are the nature of the biases? Whenever you read anything, you should ask "Why should I 
believe this?" That critical approach is required when you use records of the past. No 
data source provides perfectly accurate and unbiased information. As a researcher, you 
must ensure that you are aware of the biases and source of inaccuracies.  


General issues: Written records have an inherent bias. The people making the records 
must be literate and have some reason for writing down the information. For example, 
writing the history of native peoples presents challenges, because natives had an oral 
culture. Written documents were usually written by whites and reflected their 
interpretation of events. Native people may often have had good reason to deliberately 
misinform whites. Written records about a fishing community will generally originate 
with a merchant, a clergyman, or a government official. Fishing families had little 
reason to make and preserve written documents. Oral history and physical evidence are 
less biased against the poorer members of a community, although these media also have 
biases and limitations.  


A good strategy is to ask the who, what, when, where and why of the recording and 
preserving of the information. 


Suppose you have a record that a certain quantity of fish was caught in Guysborough 
County.  


Who:  


Who recorded the information? A government official, a business, a tourist passing 
through, a local newspaper, a fisher, a merchant?  


What:  







What was recorded. A DFO report in your packet lists pelagic fish, shellfish, and viscera. 
What is viscera? How is the landed value of fish calculated? What is a quintal on the 
census documents?  


What is the nature of the record. A diary provides a very personal, multi-dimensional 
but anecdotal record. The trade returns listing imports and exports provides a one-
dimensional record which gives an overview of trade from an area.  


When and where:  


Were fish landings recorded at the dock at the time of unloading, by a census taker in 
June, asking for the results of the previous year's fishing, or by a traveller chatting with 
local people in the pub. Are they reported in a memoire written by someone recollecting 
his life or are they recorded in a diary with day by day recording?  


Why:  


Why was the information collected. This is the most important question. Was the record 
of the quantity of fish caught made to determine how much taxes should be paid, or how 
large a bounty the fisher should receive, or how large the quota should be next year? Did 
the traveller in the pub want to show how energetic the local fishers were, or how poorly 
they managed their affairs. Did the newspaper report a politician's speech indicating 
how good times were, or were local fishers complaining that times were tough and they 
needed help?  


Why did someone keep a diary? Some farmers kept dairies to keep track of their 
activities and better manage their operations. Sometimes people kept diaries to help in 
their spiritual growth, or more recently as a form of therapy. In contrast, a business kept 
accounts in order to know who owed it money and whom it owed money.  


How:  


What was the process used in the collection of data? Did fishers simply tell a 
government official how much fish they caught, or was a government inspector on board 
the ship to measure the catch as it was made? Were fishers expected to complete a 
census form on their own, or did a census taker visit the home and record the 
information related by the fisher?  


   


No records are unbiased and no records are completely accurate.  


The researcher needs to be aware of the nature of the bias and of the degree of the 
inaccuracy in them, so that the information can be used intelligently. Once the nature of 
the material is understood, the researcher can study the information in the record, and 
see how it helps to tell a story about the people of the time.  







Some of the answers to the questions asked above will indicate the nature of the bias in 
the data. If people reported how much fish they caught in order to receive a bounty, the 
quantity reported is likely an over estimate. If the fisher simply reported the amount, 
the quantity might be the largest that would be believed. If the amount caught was 
recorded when landed at the dock, the quantity reported may be more accurate.  


In other cases the concern may not be bias so much as accuracy. A clergyman, traveller 
or diarist writing a letter stating the quantity of fish caught may have no reason give a 
biased figure, but might just have a poor idea of the true figure. Fishers reporting 
catches for the census may not have a reason to bias their report, but they have no 
reason to go to a great deal of trouble to be sure the report is accurate.  


 








Dr. Monica Diochon 


FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE? 
Ensuring what you want is what you get 


Objectives of the workshop  


 to understand the relationship between the purpose, the design and the outcomes 
of your research  


 to understand how to choose a research strategy  
 to understand the interview process  
 develop your research skills  


Defining the purpose: defining success  


 What issue(s), opportunity or problem are you investigating?  
 How will the results be used?  


GOOD RESULTS COME FROM KNOWING WHAT TO AIM FOR!!  


Difficulties occur when...  


 partner's definition of the issue is too broad 


 partner hasn't thought through how the information will be used  
 you and your partner lack a mutual understanding of what the research task is  


Choosing a strategy to address the problem, question or opportunity  


 How will you know what strategy is most appropriate in collecting and analyzing 
information/evidence?  


 depends upon (a) the type of research question posed (b) whether you can control 
behavioral events (c) whether you're focusing on contemporary events or not 
(refer to table)  


Strategy Form of research 
question 


Requires control 
over behavioral 


events? 


Focuses on 
contemporary 


events? 


Experiment How, why yes yes 


Survey Who, what, where, 
how many, how much 


no yes 


Archival analysis Who, what, where, 
how many, how much 


no yes/no 


History How, why no no 


Case study How, why no yes 







A case study  


 investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context especially 
when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident  


Collecting Case Study Evidence: Six Sources  


 documents 


 archival records  
 interviews  
 direct observation  
 participant-observation  
 physical artifacts  


Using Case Study Evidence  


 Documentation  


- corroborates and augments evidence from other sources 


o useful in verifying the correct spellings and titles or names of 
organizations that might have been mentioned in an interview 


o provides specific details to corroborate information from other source 


o provides clues worthy of further study  


Documentation  


 Relevant to every investigation  
 Types include:  


- letters, memosÉ 
- agendas, announcements, meeting minutes, other written reports of events 
- administrative documents (proposals, progress reports) 
- formal studies or evaluations of the same 'site' 
- newspaper clippings/ other media articles  


Archival Records  


 May or may not be relevant to research  
 Need to remember that it's been produced for a specific purpose and a specific 


audience  


Types of Archival Records 


 service records (number of clients served)  
 organizational records (org. charts, budgets)  
 maps and charts (geographic char. of place)  







 lists of names/other relevant commodities  
 survey data (ie census data)  
 personal records (diaries, calendars, telephone listings)  


Interviews  


 Open-ended 
- ask for the facts of a matter as well as for opinions about events or insights  


 Focused  
- interviews may still be open-ended and assume a conversational manner, but 
you're likely following a set of questions  


 Survey  
- structured questions 


Interviewing  


 Advantages 
- depth, detail: rich accounts and insights into situations  


 Disadvantages 
- costly, in time and money  
- bias, poor recall, poor or inaccurate articulation 


Direct Observation  


 meetings  
 sidewalk activities  
 work  
 surroundings  


Participant Observation  


 opportunities 
- to gain access to events or groups that are otherwise inaccessible to 
investigation 
- to perceive reality as an 'insider' 
- manipulation of minor events 


 problems 
- bias 
- time constraints  


Three Principles of Data Collection  


 Use multiple sources of evidence 
- converging lines of inquiry  


 Create a case study database  
 Maintain a chain of evidence  







Designing Questions  


 Initial questions are posed to you, the investigator, not to a respondent 
- reminders regarding the information that needs to be collected and why 
- may serve as prompts in asking questions during an interview  


 Each question should be accompanied by a list of probable sources of evidence 
(interviewees, documents, or observations)  


Considerations in designing questions for face-to-face (personal) interviews  


 Time frame  
 Explicit and consistent frame of reference  
 Standardization (for comparability)  
 Descriptive and/or evaluative data?  


The Interview Process  


 gaining access  
 conducting the interview 


- establish rapport 
- state the purpose 
- ask questions  


o strategies for drawing out additional information: restate the response, 
probe, pause  


 follow-up  


Preparation  


 Scheduling  
 Access  
 Recording techniques  


Asking Questions  


 What if respondent:  
- gives an incomplete answer 
- or an answer that requires clarification?  


Probes  


 Repeat question  
 Anything else?  
 Any other reason?  
 What do you mean?  
 Could you tell me about that?  
 Why do you feel that way?  
 Would you tell me what you had in mind?  







Managing the relationship with your partner 


 specify a project deadline  
 budget 
 progress reports  
 report format  
 commitment in writing  


 








Dr. Ann Marie Powers 


July 17, 2000  


Workshop at St. FX: Dr. Ann Marie Powers, Acadia University  


Contact: 902-585-1107 or apowers@ns.sympatico.ca or apowers@acadiau.ca  


First, I gave a brief biographical sketch of who I am and where I've done research and 
fieldwork in Newfoundland.  


We then began with an exercise in explicit awareness to emphasize the value of 
observation itself, if it is not taken for granted, and to demonstrate how easy it is to miss 
things because we are too close to them. There was some discussion of biases and 
default assumptions. A discussion of fieldwork as a research strategy and some of the 
issues to consider, such as consent forms, ethics, interviewing techniques and 
difficulties inherent in trying to obtain data when the participants are unwilling to 
disclose full details, followed this exercise. Respect for participants and promising 
confidentiality were stressed.  


After this discussion there were two further 'hands on' exercises to familiarize students 
with the steps involved in interviewingÑhow time consuming it is and the oft difficult 
job of constructing questions that will elicit more than a yes or no response. The task of 
translating the notes from the interview into a written document, which communicates 
the information learned, was also discussed. Several people noted the usefulness of 
using a tape recorder, as opposed to relying just on notes and/or memory, as well as the 
length of time needed to transcribe a taped interview (usually 6-8 hours for every one 
hour of tape)  


During the final 45 minutes I asked the participants to write down one or two questions 
about their proposed research, or my research, that they would like to ask me. By the 
end of the workshop, all had the opportunity to ask at least one question related to their 
own proposed research and/or my experiences as a fieldworker in Newfoundland's 
inshore fishery on the Burin Peninsula.  


The handouts distributed on Interviewing and Conducting a Survey were both taken 
from Field Projects in Anthropology, 3rd ed. Julia Crane and Michael Angrosino. 
Waveland, 1992.  
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SRSF Workshop Researchers 
March 23-24th, 2001 


*Unable to attend this workshop 


Dr. Robert G. Adlam* 
Associate Professor of 
Anthropology 
Faculty of Social Sciences 
144 Main St., 
Sackville, NB E4L 1A7 
Tel: (506) 364-2356  
Fax: (506) 364-2625 
www.mta.ca/~radlam/ 
 
Research Interest: 
Folklore, culture & 
communication, 
Aboriginal people, ritual & 
symbolism, applied 
anthropology 


Dr. Richard Apostle  
Dept. of Sociology  
Dalhousie University 
Halifax, NS B3H 3J5 
Tel: (902) 494-2211/2020 
 
Research Interest: 
Economic sociology, 
research methodologies, 
the sociology of culture and 
sociological theory. 


Dr. Rod Bantjes * 
Dept. Sociology/Anthropology 
St. F.X. Univeristy 
Antigonish, NS 
Tel: (902) 867-2479 
 
Research Interests: Social 
movements, social geography, 
environmental sociology. 


Dr. Gene Barrett * 
Dept. of 
Sociology/Criminology  
St. Mary's University 
923 Robie St. 
Halifax, NS B3H 3J5 
Tel: (902) 420-5871 
 
Research Interest: Critical 
issues, sociology of the 
environment, focus on 
fisheries issues. 


Ginny Boudreau 
SRSF, Community 
Research Co-ordinator 
Gysborough County 
Inshore Fishermens' 
Association (GCIFA) 
PO Box 98 
Canso, NS B0H 1H0 
Tel: (902) 366-2266  
Fax: (902) 366-2679 
www.gcifa.ns.ca 
 
Research Interest: 
gathering fishers 
knowledge, ecosystem 
factors, lobster – green 
crab interactions, small 
boat fishers 


Dr. Tony Charles * 
Dept. of Mgmt Science. / 
Environmental. Studies 
St. Mary's University 
923 Robie St. 
Halifax, NS B3H 3J5 
Tel: (902) 420-5732 
 
Research Interest: Fishery 
management, fishery socio-
economics, policy analysis, 
sustainability strategies, 
sustainability indicators, 
integrated coastal 
management. 


Dr. Beverly Cook * 
Dept. of Economics  
University of New 
Brunswick 
PO Box 4400 


Dr. Tony Davis 
Dept. of 
Sociology/Anthropology 
St. F.X. University 
Antigonish, NS B2G 2W5 


Dr. Monica Diochon  
Dept. of Business  
St. F.X. University 
Antigonish, NS B2G 2W5 
Tel: (902) 867-5412 
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Fredericton, NS E3B 5A3 
Tel: (506) 447-3202  
Fax: (506) 453-4514 
 
Research Interest: Natural 
resources 


Tel: (902) 867-2452 
 
Research Interest: 
Fisheries, Social Inequality, 
Social Anthropology 


 
Research Interest: Business 
start-ups, small business 
management issues 
(applications of Information 
Technology), and community 
enterprise 
development/entrepreneurship 


Christie Dyer  
SRSF Project Officer 
St. F.X. University 
Antigonish, NS B2G 2W5 
Tel: (902) 867-2292  
Fax: (902) 867-5395 
 
Research Interest: 
traditional ecological 
knowledge, TEK-mapping, 
youth environmental 
participatory /service 
learning 


Dr. Lawrence Felt * 
Dept. of Sociology  
Memorial University 
St. John's, NFLD A1C 5S7 
Tel: (709) 737-8862 
 
Research Interest: natural 
resource management, 
sociology of fisheries, 
socio-eco. Develop., N. 
Atlantic society 


Dr. Marilyn Gerriets 
Dept. of Economics  
St. F.X. University 
Antigonish, NS B2G 2W5 
Tel: (902) 867-3834 
 
Research Interest: Maritime 
economic history and 
evolution, with a focus on rural 
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 Dr. Gene Barrett 


Fishy Social Science: Conceptual and Methodological Issues. An 
Autobiographical Retrospective 


Gene Barrett, Ph.D.  
Dept. of Sociology and Criminology,  
Saint Mary's University,  
Halifax, N.S.  
B3H 3C3  


Gbarrett@stmarys.ca  


Presentation to Social Research for Sustainable Fisheries Workshop, Saint Francis Xavier 
University, Antigonish, N.S., June 6, 2000  


Research Project 
(years) 


Problem Focus Research Method Major Findings 


MA Research  
(1975-76)  


Industrialization of 
fishing industry (NS) 
to 1950  


Archival research/ 
Oral history  


Large scale capital vs. 
local capital/ Trawler 
Ban/ anti-labour 
state  


Ph. D. Research  
(1977-82)  


Political economy of 
fishing industry (NS)  


Archival research/ 
Survey of small 
business  


Corporate structure 
of NatSea/ role of 
state in 
modernization of 
fishery/ origins of 
fishing crisis  


Land and Sea Project  
(1984-88)  


Social differentiation 
of fishing industry 
(NS)  


In-depth interviews/ 
Surveys/ Participant 
observation 
community studies  


Large vs small 
capital/ Port market 
and labour market 
dynamics/ regional 
differentiation  


Bermudian Fishery  
(1988-91)  


Modernization of 
traditional fishery  


In-depth interviews/ 
archival research/ 
Participant 
observation  


Indigenous 
management of reef 
fishery/ role of state 
and modernization of 
economy in 
overfishing crisis  


Coastal Community 
Study in Japan  
(1992-93)  


Role of fishery co-
operatives in 
community 
development  


Community study/ 
In-depth interviews/ 
Archival research  


Captive co-operatives 
and comanagement 
exclusion/ 
community out-
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migration and 
decline  


Market/ State/ 
Community: Coastal 
Communities in 
North Norway and 
NS  
(1992-97) 


Role of state, market 
and community in 
response to fishery 
crises  


Comparative 
community studies/ 
In-depth interviews  


Large scale vs. small 
scale capital/ 
community 
embeddedness and 
social capital  


Rural Communities  
(1995-2000)  


Impact of modernity, 
globalization, and 
state decentralization 
on rural communities  


Comparative case 
studies (secondary)  


Complexities of 
embeddedness/ 
diversity of outcomes  


Aquanet Project  
(2000-2004)  


Aquaculture and 
sustainable coastal 
communities?  


Comparative case 
studies (Norway/ 
Faeroes/Iceland/ 
Canada/ Chile/ 
Tasmania/ Japan) 
In-depth interviews/ 
Participant 
observation  


Impact of state/ 
market and 
community variables 
on Sustainability in 
aquaculture-based 
communities  


  


Conclusion: the importance of holistic fishery social science  


1) Multidimensional methodology  


 incorporate more than one technique -- survey research; interviewing; participant 
observation; unobtrusive measures - to triangulate observations.  


 corroborate observations as a way to deal with the validity problem in studying 
humans (purposivity, reflectivity, subjectivity). 


 each technique has its strengths and weaknesses; these will vary according to the 
nature of the research project.  


2) Comparative approach  


 conceptualization of a problem, its hypothetical causes and the variables involved, 
should pose the entire range of logical possibilities (causes and effects).  


 choose more than one case to examine. The important thing about variables is that 
they should vary. The range of cases should capture this dimension.  


 comparative method forces the investigator to be open-minded about outcomes. The 
possibility for falsification should always be considered. How would an unexpected 
outcome be explained? 







3)Grounded approach  


 good science is a blend of induction (facts) and deduction(theory)  
 facts will never speak for themselves. Conceptualize problems and theorize issues in 


order to ask the right questions in the first place.  
 good research should allow you to revisit what others have said about a problem 


[theory] rather than just confirming it.  
 most social science will have an applied/ policy application. Communities help in the 


research process and should gain access to the results.  


4)Interdisciplinary approach 


 social science is a blend of economics, sociology, social psychology, human 
geography, anthropology, political science, philosophy, history...to name a few. 
Discipline specializations are breaking down. Approaches and concepts; methods and 
observations can be shared with fruitful results. Have a broad scope in your literature 
search.  


 fishery social science crosses the great natural - social science divide....be aware of 
the differences (see #1 above), but be open to the possibilities ( eg. ecology).  
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Research Techniques Workshop  


Monday 19 June 2000  


Sources: Dead and Alive  
Archives and Key Interviews as Research Tools  


Peter Clancy  
Department of Political Science  


St. Francis Xavier University  


Method by Example: reflections from Against the Grain  


Let's start with some comments that would apply to any research project  


1. Defining a problem for investigation: 


-this needs some serious thought  
-a problem is not the same as a topic  


-"unemployment" is not a research problem; identifying its causes, is. 
-spend some time examining the problem from different angles  


-break it down into different dimensions, decide which ones are crucial  


ATG: how do foresters get involved in politics? They deny it, reject it.  


This was actually a spin-off from a bigger project on the history of forest 
resource policy. As the original question became ever-larger, we had to 


divide it into segments. ATG is the first to be completed - there is another 
one in progress.  


2. Selecting the conceptual tools  


-tapping "the literature"  
-learning from others -what is "out there"? Think of various domains:  


-- published books and articles and reports - are available to anyone who 
reads, or anyone who can locate it through catalogues, indexes, etc.  


-- Private information: is collected and maintained for personal use or for 
commercial profit. Corporate records (very hard to gain access to) 


Consultants records (sold for limited purposes but seldom offered for free. 
-- Government records:  


-- Popular knowledge: 


ATG: for us, there was very little secondary literature of foresters & politics 


and none on NS  







-we looked for studies elsewhere; found 3-4 oral histories  


-essentially these were transcribed conversations, what people remember, 
with focus on being colourful. Good reading. But not analytical, i.e. not 


trying to explain a problem 
-so we needed more: what would happen if we combined extended 


interviews in the oral history sense, with documentary research on both the 
key figures and their times.? 


-now we could cross check for accuracy. Also we could step outside of their 
experiences to add context, thereby changing the analytic potential. 


-notice that the extended interviews were still crucial, but not sufficient on 
their own  


-this led us to government reports, archives, private papers, etc.  


3.a plan for data-gathering  


ATG: who to study; what parameters.  


-We decided to exclude any forester who had already written memoirs.  


-Then we decided to define the time period as the 20th century. Why? First 


forestry professionals arrived after WW1, and first schools established 
~1910.  


-There have been many changes since then, so a representative of each 
generation was desirable. 


-another issue involved types of forestry work: one large group works in 
industry; another large group in government and a third group which has 


grown in recent decades are self-employed or work for non-profit groups. 
Sometimes foresters divide their careers between different segments. Ideally 


we wanted a cross-section. 
-the result was a set of seven: outline  


  


Some research activities:  


A. Dead Witnesses: Working in Archives  


Types of Archives: Public; University; Corporate; Private  


 Finding your way: organizing principles 


-NAC: Manuscript Groups and Record Groups  


-PANS: Fond/ Series/ File/ Item  
-Finding Aids  







 Practical issues: 


-Patience, systematics, trial and error  
-Multiple pathways: various RGs, Vols, file numbers 
-Between the lines: dilution by new media?  


-A Problem Scenario: the tap runs dry  


B. Live Witnesses: Interviewing Key Informants  


Varieties of interviews: survey interviews vs. deep interviews with key 


informants  


The value of key informants  


The approach: The interview: preparation and informality  


 Preparation  


 Informality - interview style  


-keep questions short  


-follow-up to keep the flow alive 
-be prepared to use cues to jog memory 


-invite views on third-party debates  
-try out hypotheses -dealing with hostile responses  


 Accurate Records  


-tape recordings: on and off the record; transcripts 
-note taking: writing on the run  


-rapid-editing and debriefing 
-annotations: talking back to notes  


  


A Scenario:  


1. You are following a series of policy files in the PANS, and the list dries up 


on 1980. On inquiry you discover that a twenty-year rule shields recent 
public records, and that material since 1980 is closed to archival study. But 


your study period extends beyond 1980. What can you do?  


 Freedom of Information/ Protection of Privacy (FOI/POP)  


 








Pat Kerans 


Research and Policy Goals 


July 18, 2000  


I. Introduction: Science as objective: The basis of modern civilization. Science as the 
guide to social reform. 


II. Problem: Is data "discovered"?  


A. It is easy to imagine that discovered data is part of an already-structured reality. In 
this case, the findings of research are a mirror-image of reality.  


B. An example: Germs cause disease. They can even see the germs in a microscope.  


1. Historically, this discovery was an event which equated science with progress: cholera, 
and other water-borne diseases. Sewers. Swamp draining. The shape of cities as 
modern. 


a. Engineering and social engineering.  
b. Scientific progress, economic progress, life expectancy. 


2. However, in the 1930s: Poor die younger; in the 1960s: Any income inequality results 
in shorter life. Now these results are world-wide.  


a. So germs cause disease: but only if not withstood by immune system. But social 
conditions have an enormous impact on immune system. 


III. How is this kind of simplification possible?  


A. Science is a process of "conjectures" and "refutations".  


1. When people talk about science as objective, they are usually referring to the process 
of refutation, of checking a hypothesis to see if really does sum up and explain reality.  


2. I gather that much of what you have been doing in your workshops is working 
through how to gather data in order to corroborate or reject hypotheses about your 
communities.  


3. But what is often much more important is which of many hypotheses are chosen to 
research. Who makes that decision? Why? In what context?  


a. These decisions are usually made in an institutional context; ie made in light of the 
goals of the institution which is funding the research.  







b. There is much stress on how open the data gathering process is to everyone's scrutiny; 
but often the choice of hypothesis is made behind closed doors.  


B. Examples  


1. The mandate of the DFO is by all accounts to promote/maintain an industrial fishery.  


a. The overriding value of anything industrial is efficiency: i.e. lowest cost for given 
product.  


1. At the heart of economic theory is what is called the production function: it assumes 
that natural resources can always be replaced by capital or labour. Thus it assumes away 
the problem of sustainability.  
2. Neither the sustainability of the fishery nor the sustainability of the fishing 
communities is an issue; both are simply assumed.  


2. Would this mean they would be focussed on gathering different data than you would 
think were crucial to your project?? 


a. What is your project and you articulate goals and values which set your 
organization/community apart from the goals and values of an industrial fishery?  
b. If there are differences among the people you work with, have you processes for 
sorting those differences? 


IV. Sorting the difference between an industrial fishery and community fishery.  


1.Local knowledge and science-based models.  


 








Dr. John Phyne 


Using the Semi-Structured Interview in Investigating 
Disputes Associated With Ireland's Salmon Farming 
Industry  


John Phyne  
Department of Sociology and Anthropology  
St. Francis Xavier University  
Antigonish, Nova Scotia  


Prepared for Social Research for Sustainable Fisheries, Community-University 
Research Alliance, St. Francis Xavier University.  


Introduction  


The semi-structured interview is an integral part of qualitative social research. By 
qualitative, I refer to social research that is based upon collecting information in order 
to interpret the positions that social actors have towards each other and the social 
institutions that they are involved with in their day-to-day life. 


In May 1993, and from May until July 1995, I used semi-structured interviews for 
conducting research on disputes over Ireland's salmon farming industry.1 Below, I will 
briefly discuss the reasons why Ireland's salmon farming industry has been a source of 
contention. Then, I will outline how I chose my respondents, and how semi-structured 
interviews were used in order to collect empirical materials on the disputes over salmon 
farming. Finally, I will discuss how I sorted through my interview data prior to writing 
up my research findings.  


The Research Context  


The sociologist Max Weber once said that matters of cultural significance inform the 
subject matter for social science research. By this, he meant that the research has some 
meaning for the social researcher. For those of you involved in Social Research for 
Sustainable Fisheries projects, Weber's observation hits close to home. Your interest in 
the future of the fishery informs the type of research that you plan to do.  


My research on Ireland was no exception. I am originally from Newfoundland, and like 
many Newfoundlanders, part of my ancestry is Irish. Hence, interest in things 'Irish' has 
been part of what is meaningful to me for as long as I can remember. In addition, while I 
was conducting doctoral research on fishery officers based in the inshore fishery of 
Newfoundland, I became interested in how they manage gear conflicts in the fishery. 
Thus, when I became aware of the issue of a marine resource dispute in Ireland in the 
early 1990s, it attracted my interest. Thus, the disputes over Ireland's salmon farming 
industry combined my interests in both Ireland and in marine resource disputes.  







Why has Ireland's salmon farming industry been the subject of contention? This is a 
perplexing question given that the salmon farming industry in Ireland contributes less 
than one percent to that country's gross domestic product. However, from 1987 to 1995 
(the period of my research), this small industry was subject to several disputes. Most of 
these disputes revolved around the insertion of salmon farming into a multipurpose 
marine environment. The disputes involved the extent to which the location of salmon 
farming operations encroached upon the property rights of other user groups and/or the 
environmental impacts of salmon farming upon the marine environment.  


Although the Irish salmon farming industry began in 1974 with an experimental site in 
the West of Ireland,2 it did not become contentious until the late 1980s when it 
underwent rapid expansion. During this time, salmon farmers became involved in 
disputes with anglers, shellfish farmers, owners of seaside hotels and environmental 
organisations. The conflicts ranged from the legality of salmon farming sites to the 
environmental impact of salmon farms upon shellfish and wild sea trout populations. 
The latter involved a conflict with fishery owners and angling organisations that claimed 
that salmon farms are a 'magnet' for sea lice. I will briefly discuss this conflict in order to 
give you a sense of the most contentious of all the disputes surrounding Ireland's 
salmon farming industry.  


Angling groups claimed that sea lice are spread to sea trout as they migrate from rivers 
into estuaries. In fact, sea lice emanating from salmon farms was attributed to the 
collapse of the sea trout in the West of Ireland in the late 1980s. On the basis of 
scientific reports, angling groups argued that salmon farms should be located no closer 
than 20 kilometres from sea trout estuaries. Salmon farmers not only disputed the 
salmon farm Ð sea trout collapse linkage, they also argued that the relocation of their 
operations far out to sea was not an economical option for them. Moreover, they 
presented their own research that argued that the sea trout declined in areas where no 
salmon farms are located. In the summer of 1995, five fishery owners launched litigation 
against four salmon farming companies. They argued that the firms knew about the 
negative impact of salmon farming upon the sea trout, but continued their practices 
anyway. The salmon farmers, in turn, launched a slander suit against the five fishery 
owners. In 1998, both parties agreed to drop their lawsuits against each other.  


Conducting the Semi-Structured Interview 


Contacting Informants 


Prior to conducting my interviews, I had to select my informants. Since salmon farmers 
were at the heart of the disputes, my main objective was to interview as many of them as 
possible. By 1995, there were 14 salmon farming companies in Ireland. I interviewed 11 
farmers (or production managers for larger firms). I used these interviews, and 
information gleaned from published sources, to identify the individuals and groups who 
were on the other side of the disputes over salmon farming. I also contacted officials in 
the Department of the Marine and two individuals that had contacted research on the 
Irish salmon farming industry. In total, I conducted interviews with 38 individuals. 







In the spring of 1993, I telephoned the Chair of the Irish Salmon Growers Association 
informing him of my research and my interest in interviewing him and the members of 
his association. This individual was a 'gate keeper'. In social science research, the 'gate 
keeper' is an individual who is pivotal for gaining access to either the research site (e.g. a 
rural community) or to individuals who are important to the research process. I 
explained to him the nature of my research and the fact that confidentiality would be 
maintained. That is, the data collected would be summarized in a manner that would 
not reveal the identity of individual respondents. During the spring of 1993, 11 
interviews were conducted. These served as the basis for the 1995 research. 


In the spring of 1995, I also made contact with Cairde na Mara (Friends of the Sea), a 
group devoted to the promotion of the salmon farming industry. This group is located in 
County Galway. Since the West of Ireland was the basis for my more extensive research 
in the summer of 1995, I considered it necessary to contact this organisation. The 
contact person was informed of my research. After a meeting with this board of this 
organisation in May 1995, the contact person assisted me in setting up interviews with 
the salmon farmers located in the West of Ireland.  


The Semi-Structured Interview  


In social research, the semi-structured interview lies between unstructured and 
structured interviews. Unstructured interviews are largely thematic interviews where 
the interviewer selects a few themes and records verbatim the respondent's attitudes 
toward such themes. Structured interviews consist of close-ended responses. These are 
common to social surveys where a close-ended questionnaire of fixed choices is 
presented to respondents. This, for example, is standard practice in surveys of voting 
behaviour (e.g. Did you vote in the last federal election?). The semi-structured interview 
consists of a combination of open-ended (thematic) and close-ended questions. Since I 
was interested in a number of features pertaining to the Irish salmon farming industry, I 
considered the semi-structured interview to be the best method for collecting 
information. Moreover, since all interviews were done face-to-face, a semi-structured 
format facilitated questioning that concurred with issues that emerged during the 
interview process.  


At the beginning of the interview, all respondents were provided a letter informing them 
of the confidentiality of the information that they were about to give me. The semi-
structured interview, in all cases, began with a social background question pertaining to 
the respondent in question. Although I was largely interested in disputes over the Irish 
salmon farming industry, I did not consider this to be a good place to start. In any 
interview, regardless of the subject matter, it is important to ease into the interview. 
This is best accomplished by using what is sometimes referred to a 'soft entry' question. 
For example, when interviewing salmon farmers, my first question was always the 
following: 'How did you become involved in salmon farming'? This got the respondent 
talking about himself (all salmon farmers were male). Once this was done, I asked about 
the relationship of the salmon farmer to other firms in the salmon farming industry (e.g. 
feed and equipment suppliers). By this time, the average interview was in its twentieth 
minute. Then I proceeded to ask if the respondent was personally involved in any 







disputes, and their overall attitudes towards salmon farming disputes in general. The 
interview ended with structured questions such as education, previous employment, 
number of employees, number of sites and annual production of farmed salmon. Such 
questions were useful for deriving statistical information on the industry.  


Although the questions varied, this interview procedure was followed for other 
respondents. I began with a 'soft entry' question and then proceeded to inquiries about 
contentious issues. In this case, the interviews were closer to the unstructured format in 
that few close-ended questions were asked. Nevertheless, all interviews had a structure 
in that the issues pertaining to salmon farming disputes were discussed with all 
respondents.  


Reviewing, Coding and Interpreting Interview Data  


Although many researchers like to use a tape recorder, this device can act as an 
impediment in the interview process, especially when it comes to contentious issues. As 
a result, all of my interviews were recorded in writing. In fact, during one interview, a 
salmon farmer asked me to put my pen down while he was discussing a contentious 
issue. However, whenever you write an interview down, it is necessary to review it while 
it is still fresh. I devoted the evenings following the completion of each interview (s) 
reviewing the interview. The interview was rewritten to ensure that the data would be 
legible for coding. 


In coding my data, I identified the 'key disputes' that lay at the heart of the controversies 
over salmon farming. This, after all, was the key subject of my interviews. By using these 
dispute categories, I reviewed the qualitative data from my interviews and extracted key 
quotes from each interview and recorded these on a separate sheet. Alongside each 
quotation was the date and number of each interview. This facilitated the writing of my 
research findings. The coding of qualitative data has recently become more systematic. 
Today, packages such as NUDIST and even the use of a word search category in a word 
processing package can be used to highlight key categories in a qualitative data set.  


Sociology is fundamentally an interpretative discipline. Hence, while we may look for 
patterns in social relations, sociologists will also try to interpret what such relations 
mean for the actors involved. In the writing of my research findings on the disputes over 
the Irish salmon farming industry, I situated the respondents in their wider social 
context. Hence, the relationship of salmon farmers to other groups in the marine 
environment, rural communities and to officials in the Irish state was pivotal to 
understanding the position that they took on specific issues. In interpreting the 
responses of salmon farmers and their opponents to the overall impact of salmon 
farming, I did not view their attitudes as individualistic responses. Rather, I viewed 
these responses as being influenced by the social relations that these actors enter into in 
their day-to-day lives.  
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Endnotes  


1 In addition to semi-structured interviews, this research also made use of court cases, 
debates from the Irish Parliament from 1965-1995 (Dail Eireann), and industry 
government reports. For full details on the methods used in this study, see Phyne (1999) 


.2 The West of Ireland includes Counties Galway Mayo. Today, most Ireland's salmon 
farming is located these two counties  


 





